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From the editor
Well everyone said where was the wet. Here it is just a
bit late that’s all. And it came in a big way last week with
more than 10 inches of rain in five hours and 75 kms an
hour wind gusts, street flooding and a clean-up.
Lower delta 2009

Mukarnt wetlands 2006

Although we all ask the question, what is late these days.
Last year saw the rain last well into March and April. The
swamps are filling and geese eggs are being picked up in
a few swamps. Delta country isn’t flooded yet but the
rains on the east coast will see the Mitchell full and out
on the floodplains. There have already been some
cyclone warnings in the north with the coming of good
monsoon lows across Northern Australia.
We have had a busy 2011 at the Land Office with the
temporary setback of three staff members moving on
over the last few months. Our main concern is to keep to
our plan of getting the magazine out on time as a
quarterly issue and vacant positions advertised.
Compliments on our first edition have come in. One
reader wondered if we hadn’t said so much in our first
edition that there wouldn’t be enough to write about in
this issue. But here it is, on time and plenty to say.

Darren and mossie larvae

Lower floodplains 2009
Taken by Joe Adams

We say hi to international friends who read this issue.
Thank you for your comments. Special thanks go to Tony
Meyer and the media team at the Northwest Indian
Fisheries Commission in Washington. Soon we will have
a website that will publish the magazine online as well as
the hard copies for Kowanyama mob. NWIFC’s advocacy
work has been our inspiration for many years
Kowanyama’s website has learnt from the design of the
NWIFC site. It has had a simple and easy to use format
for a long time. Our website will get the magazine out to
the wider community in Australia and overseas. Guy our
Cairns graphic artist has moved to Melbourne to be with
family. He is still working on our website with Aaron who
continues to take an interest in Land Office activities.
Thank you Guy and Aaron. Land Office honours Aaron,
Squeaky and Mango’s valued contribution to Land Office
business, we thank them and say that everyone here will
miss them very much. Thanks also to the Hughes family
for the late Phyllis Hughes’ photo, and the Adams family
for their aerial image.

Jack Tunney Dunbar 1940’s
Taken by Phyllis Hughes
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To our readers. Enjoy our wet season issue.
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THE FLOODS ARE COMING
And so are the jew fish
People have started digging worm bait. The wet is finally here. The
creek has started to rise for the third time and we should see people
fishing in the flood water soon but no big flows in the Mitchell yet.
With the little bit of early
rain
we
got
before
Christmas
the
swamp
turtles came out but soon
found the high levels of the
swamps drop when rain did
not keep falling.
Five turtles were found
along roads in one day of
hunting. They must have
been looking for a swamp
with good water levels.
The geese are having the
same trouble with swamp

water levels. Some have
laid eggs that have drowned
after the last lot of heavy
storms.
The lucky birds are still
bending grass for nests.
Only a few eggs have been
gathered with some brown
eggs that must have been
laid after the December
rains that were not
followed by the usual
December and January
storms.
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SCHOOL TERM STARTS
FOR 2012
Everyone started back at school on the 23rd of January with a
rainy week. Teachers arrived just in time to experience a bit of
wild weather and a sample of northern monsoon rains in the
first weeks of February.
The Land Office staff looks forward to meeting the staff for an
orientation and cultural awareness workshop in coming weeks
and would also like to honour the students that have gone away
to High School in distant places. Kowanyama wishes them well
in their studies. We managed to get a photo of Mojuana Yam
and Jalayna Bernard in uniform at Ipswich Girl’s Grammar. The
1904 photo on this page shows Bert and Zingle as young boys at
Trubanamen. Both Jalayna’s family. Thanks for the list Francine.
Downlands, Toowoomba, Travis Glbo, Nikita and Zeik Tent
Ipswich Grammar, Jalayna Bernard, Mojuana Yam & Kymmeisha David
Shalom Townsville, Aldan Raymond, St Patricks Townsville, Keiara
Smiler, Dorelle & Leara Aidan, Meredith Gilbert, All Souls & St
Gabriels, Charters Towers, Bryle and Renada Anthony, Liamon Mudd
Abergowrie, David Wilson, Bryson Anthony, Gerald Mudd, Djaragun,
Gordonvale, Russell Daphney, Gilkbert Zingle, Charles George, Eldison
Brumby, Mount St Bernard, Herberton, Joshua Malachi, Leontae Paul,
McLennon Archie, Shianne Hudson, Ashton Yam, Annika Malachi,
Bibbrah Sands, Peace Lutheran, Cairns, Adelle Daniel, Cendelle
Butterworth, West Cape, Weipa, Shelly Kitchener, Tyson Smiler.

2012 teaching staff
Kowanyama welcomes the teaching
staff to another year of teaching
especially those who have recently
arrived from other places.
Ross Mc Hutcheon Principal
Tal Mitchell Deputy Principal
Tim Buckney Head of Department
Monique Porter Business systems
Management
Emma Haines Kindergarten
Greer Beach Prep School
Emma Carter (New) Year 1
Pauline White (New) Year 2
Alison Gallagher Year 2 & 3
Brad Mulrooney Year 3
Howard Yang Year 4
Laura Duncan Year 5
Nikki Burrell Year 6 & 7
Pat Foale Year 7
Jay Davidson Secondary
Shane Fixter Manual Arts
Koichi Bartlett (New) Phys Ed

The alphabet written on the back of a pack horse cover being taught by Mr field at
Trubanamen in 1904. Bert and Zingle are two of the four children
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Vanessa Stevens (New) Librarian
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Carpentaria Shire finishes
crossing
Everyone is waiting to see if the new Koolatah crossing is
able to withstand the mighty Mitchell’s wet season
floods this year. Question on everyone’s lips is, “will it
still be there after the wet”?
If it does it will make travel to Oriners a much shorter
and easier trip. Unfortunately the Shire did not have the
funds to complete their upgrade of the Oriners road.
Erosion has already begun in a number of places along
the new road corridor. Moon Creek and Jewfish have
been particularly affected.

KOWANYAMA WETLANDS PROGRAM
Combining knowledge for good management of country
A team of independent scientists came together with Land Office staff to talk about ways to develop an
Aboriginal community owned wetlands management program for Mitchell River delta Aboriginal Lands and
Waters. A set of rules known as “Terms of Reference” were agreed on in June 2010 to direct a “Technical
Advisory Group” made up of scientists, Land Office staff and Traditional Landowners.
The group was formed to give advice. The development of management plans for Kowanyama country is the
business of the Kowanyama People and its land management agency

The use of traditional ecological knowledge and contemporary
western science provides for an informed decision making process that
assists in the development of best practice Aboriginal Land
management by Aboriginal management
The development of management planning has been helped with the generous assistance of the Christensen
fund based in San Francisco since 2005 and earlier by Worldwide Fund for Nature, WWF, based in Sydney.
It was a way to support self-management of Aboriginal country without the political strings that are attached
to government grants. Kowanyama Land Office and Abm elgoring ambung, the new Native Title Prescribed
Body Corporate are both working hard to find other ways to
support their long term operation
Many nongovernment organisations support indigenous
communities around the world in finding ways to better manage
their country themselves and to find friends to help them do that.
The Christensen Fund has helped Kowanyama Land office develop
a community owned wetlands Management Program and
meetings of Kowanyama’s Wetland Technical advisory Group. A
meeting of the group is planned for late March.
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TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR
KOWANYAMA WETLANDS TAG
Introduction
The Kowanyama Wetlands Technical Advisory Group (TAG) was
formed at a meeting in Kowanyama on 21st April 2009 by
invitation of the Kowanyama Aboriginal Land and Natural
Resources Management Office and the People of Kowanyama.
The primary purpose for the TAG’s formation is to assist in the
development of an aboriginal community-based Wetlands
Management Program.
Traditional Owner knowledge of country is integral to the
operations of the Kowanyama land management agency and
will be incorporated with contemporary western science to
develop best practice aboriginal management plans.
The Terms of Reference for the TAG have been developed with
this in mind, and with an understanding of the need for
flexibility in response to evolution/change in circumstances,
capacity, wetland management issues, stakeholders and TAG
membership.
The TAG has been formed to provide independent advice to the
KALNRMO and community via recommendations at TAG
meetings and when invited by the KALNRMO out of session.

Objectives


Assist the Kowanyama in its development of an aboriginal
community-based Wetlands Management Program in line
with the Aboriginal self-governance principles



Ensure local traditional owner knowledge of country is
recognized and respected and the benefits are captured in
the guidance and design of wetland management activities.



Provide information and guidance in regard to wetland
science for planning, and the implementation of wetlands
management, monitoring and evaluation processes.



Ensure that best practice principles of wetland management
and monitoring are considered when providing advice to
KALNRMO and community of Traditional Owner’s.



To build upon existing wetland knowledge and management
activities of the locally based wetlands management
program
8
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How the group will work


The TAG will endeavor to meet at least twice annually at
KALNRMO. It may also meet or correspond on additional
occasions as needed and agreed, either at Kowanyama, by
email or via teleconference.



Members of the TAG will provide advice through the TAG
chairperson to the KALNRMO.
This will be via
recommendations at TAG meetings and when invited by the
KALNRMO out of session.



Advice provided by the TAG will be provided, and accepted,
with recognition that other factors may have bearing on its
appropriateness, effectiveness, and risks.



The role of the TAG is an advisory one only that will inform
the decision making process of the Kowanyama People and
their chosen management agency (KALNRMO)



TAG members will not be held professionally or personally
liable for any loss (of property, resources, money), any
accident, injury or death that arises as a result of
implementation of advice provided to the KALNRMO.

Membership
Membership of the TAG will be determined by KALNRMO and
the TO’s
Membership will be by invitation of KALNRMO, and be selected
according to the ongoing needs of the KALNRMO and the
Kowanyama People. The appropriate membership compliment
shall ensure that:


There is a balance in the expertise in wetland science,
management and conservation of relevance to the ongoing
needs of the KALNRMO and the Kowanyama People



Position of Chairperson will be by agreement of the TAG



Ordinary TAG members should have the support of their
organization to participate in meetings



Membership of the TAG is voluntary



New members will be selected and invited according to the
ongoing needs of KALNRMO and Kowanyama community.



The confidence of TAG business will be upheld by the
members

Managing todays resources for tomorrow’s generation 9
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Current TAG membership
Viv Sinnamon
Manager
Kowanyama Land & Natural Resources Management Office
Kowanyama
North Queensland
viv@klco.org.au
Councilor Michael Yam
Olgol Traditional Owner
Kowanyama Aboriginal Shire Council
Portfolio of Lands and Resource Management
Christina Howley
Marine Biologist
Cooktown
North Queensland
chowley@bigpond.com
Jeff Shellberg
Geomorphologist
Australian Rivers Institute
Griffith University
Queensland
j.shellberg@griffith.edu.au
Warren Lee Long
Wetlands International
Brisbane
Queensland
warren.leelong@wetlands-oceania.org
Tim Jardine
Biologist
Saskatoon
Sasketchuwan
Canada
t.jardine@griffith.edu.au
Professor Steve Hamilton
Kellogg Biological Station and Dept. of Zoology,
Michigan State University,
Michigan USA
http://www.kbs.msu.edu/faculty/hamilton/index.php

DRAFT MITCHELL RIVER WATER DOCUMENT
Northern Aboriginal Islander Land and Sea
Alliance, NAILSMA, have commissioned the writing
of a paper that talks about the issues of the
indigenous water reserve under
Mitchell River Water Resources Plan of
2007.
5000 mega litres of water per year has
been put aside for indigenous use which
only includes the Cape York Peninsula
region so a whole section of the Mitchell River
catchment is not included.
This means that Kowanyama is covered but not
places on the river like the Western Yelangi

10

Indigenous Land Use Agreement area and other
mobs country further up river outside of the Cape
York regional boundary
Meetings are planned soon at
Kowanyama to talk about a strategic
indigenous reserve for the Mitchell
River. Notices will be put out soon with
dates.
Kowanyama has received an invitation also to talk
with Yelangi interests about the impacts of mining
and other development activities upon the country
and resources of downstream places like
Kowanyama
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“It will be hard to find a
replacement coordinator with
the skills that Aaron brought to
our
land
management
agency”, said Michael Yam,
Councillor (Portfolio of Lands
and Culture) and Olkolo
spokesperson.

CURATOR POSITION

Stanley and Phillip somewhere on the Mitchell sometime recently

MORE AGENCY STAFF CHANGES
Since losing Ranger Stanley Budby aka “Squeaky” at the Land Office
and hearing that Stanley got a job at Mapoon Land and Sea Office we
have lost two more valued members of staff. Ranger, Phillip Mango
known to all as “Mango” has left us for a job with Napranum Rangers,
but importantly to be with family in Weipa. Mango was a valued
member of staff mastering the use and programming of cyber tracker
information mapping system used by many Aboriginal land managers
in Northern Australia since being used by the !Kung San, Bushmen” of
the Kalahari in Africa. “Mango is our loss and we will miss him, but he
will be Napranum’s gain. I hope they appreciate that”’ said Viv
Sinnamon, Manager of the Land Office.
Mango and Squeaky had become the characters of the Land Office at
Kowanyama.
Aaron Crosbie, NRM Coordinator also resigned to spend more time
with his partner and their new born baby at Speerwah out of Kuranda.
Aaron contributed to the development of the office’s mapping system
and training of staff in the field, and as Mango’s mentor. He was also
instrumental in talks on the potential of a proposed carbon project for
Oriners and Sefton between the Land Office, Balkanu in Cairns and
NAILSMA in Darwin. His last contribution was the initiation of a
proposal to develop a fire management plan for Oriners and Sefton
and to help neighbouring properties work together to develop their
own fire management plans addressing the long standing forest fire
management issue.
He will continue to advocate the Kowanyama project with the
assistance of Brian Ciffuentes of CY Rural Fire Service. Aaron takes up a
new position with Cape York Sustainable Futures in Cairns.

A new Land Office position of
curator has been established
for the museum collections at
the Culture and Research
Centre on the corner of
Chapman Road and Chellikee
Streets.
The new position will be for
the
recording
and
documenting of the collections
that include a Chinese opium
pipe from the times of the
Palmer River gold rush, old
white trust account passbooks
from the old Aboriginal
Welfare Fund times, and gifts
from Kowanyama’s Native
American friends.

The curator will be in
charge of a collection
of national
significance
There is also a very big
collection of photographs and
artefacts
collected
at
Kowanyama over the last 40
years.
The new curator will be in
charge of a collection of
national significance that will
eventually be housed in the
planned Arts Culture and
Research Centre on the banks
of the Magnificent Creek
where it will become the pride
of Kowanyama and Cape York.
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Over three hundred and seventy Chinee Apple
bushes were sprayed around Fish Hole
homeland only weeks before rains closed the
area to traffic in January.
Three days were spent by Daniel Maddalena,
Phillip Yam and Louie Native working with
backpacks spraying mostly bushes and small
plants where the apple had started to take
hold.

Killing Chinee apple at
Fish Hole
Treatment was recorded on the cyber tracker
and transferred to the Land Office Land
Information System in town.
There are still thousands of plants in the area
that will be treated this dry season.

Fish Hole known traditionally as Ma puwert in Kokoberra and May kal warrch in Yir Yoront was known by Top
End mob as Ngakularr. It was the place where late in the year when lagoons were drying people gathered to
kill fish using leaves to stun them. People came from as far as Mungkanh country to take part in Pinpernt
ceremonies there that made sure that there were plenty of fish. A lot of people were needed to break enough
leaves to soak in the long lagoons of Ma puwert.
There would be so much fish that the fish would be cooked and squeezed into fish dampers which kept for
days after. People would follow the fish ceremonies from up in forest country and come as far away as
Mungkanh country to the Eight Mile at Oriners and Ignganth on Emu Lagoon near the Alice River
The lagoons at Fish Hole have become covered in water hyacinth and in some places it is difficult to fish now.
In the 1990’s a special weevil insect was released there and at Yelco by the Land Office staff.

12
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WATER TESTING
IN FLOODS
For the last two years the Land
Office has worked with Jeff
Shellberg and Andrew Brooks of the
Tropical
Rivers
and
Coastal
Knowledge
research
program
looking at how much sediment or
mud that the Mitchell river carries
during flood time.
Land Office staff will continue to
record the turbidity of the creek
Phillip Yam and Louie Native testing creek water

Land Office staff will collect the information to see if there are any
changes in future years
While working at Belboro car crossing Rangers have had to collect
a lot of rubbish from the river bank. A lot of it has been left there
by children swimming. A wheelie bin has been put at the crossing
for rubbish to be collected. Please do the right thing and use the
bin to keep the place tidy. Thanks must go to Daniel for passing on
knowledge to the rangers that he gained from Aaron and Mango
in the use of cyber tracker and GPS data capture.

Wheelie bin stickers being printed
Council has had signs made and put up around town that ask people to do the right thing and keep
Kowanyama beautiful. Kowanyama’s lotus flower from Red Lilly was used in the design organised by Vanessa
the Council Community Development Officer with Abacus Printing in Melbourne as part of an Australia wide
campaign to keep Australia beautiful and tidy.
The Land Office is now sponsoring the
printing of stickers with the lotus
message to put on all the wheelie bins in
town. A good way of celebrating the
return of the lotus to their home at blue
tongue story.
Don’t be surprised if you find sugarbag
bees hanging round your rubbish bin.
The stickers look so good the bees will
think they are real flowers!!
We thank the Council, Vanessa and
Abacus for doing such a good job in
developing the earlier signs, and the “Do
the Right Thing Campaign” mob for
financial support and encouragement.
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Mosquito survey traps
Australian Quarantine Services in Cairns have
contracted the Land Office to set up and collect
mosquitoes for them.
Mossie wrigglers (larvae} are being collected from
the tyre traps every week to keep a check on what
kinds of mosquitoes are breeding in the Peninsula.
Other Land and Sea Centres are collecting wrigglers
to send to AQIS in Cairns. Some types of mossies can carry disease.
A special pellet has been put in the water so that larvae cannot grow to adult
insects. Land Office is asking children not to swing on tyre traps
bags available to almost a
thousand
people
who
attended the weekend.
Over 80 barramundi were
weighed in at 817kg and
ninety nine black bream were
weighed in. The Tableland Fish
Stocking Society breeds and
releases young barramundi
and black bream into Tinaroo
for
recreational
fishing.
Barramundi in the lake grow

TILAPIA
COMPETITION
AT TINAROO
447 tilapia were weighed in at
a tilapia busters competition at
the Barra Bash held at Tinaroo
in late November, four times
the number of black bream
caught during the competition.
Alf Hogan says that the two

different kinds of the pest
fish
are
in
plague
proportions and that the
bigger darker variety is
getting to 60cms in length
and several kilos in weight.
The pest fish are eating the
smaller mouth almighty.
The Land Office donated $150
to the competition expenses.
Sponsors names were printed
on the tilapia busters shoulder

much faster and bigger so
Tinaroo is a popular place to
go fishing on the east coast.
But they say the farmed and
restocked barramundi there
don’t taste as good as the ones
we catch in the rivers here.

Kun yo’wunan Kokoberra wulkeyn Pinkun ngarrvnt Kunkvlara Ngarchvmvnthuw Minh chelchvkur Penpermpvl PvranRnth Penvnpvl
Minh kolt momvn Tarrch mvnengk Ngolt Worrtha NimpeRtayungvnthuw Pirrey Yapa Kawvn mel nurr Thertvl kor Malmal mart anvm
Parpo’kanan Pinar munuw ThvrreRtvtha Pertvn wurruw Minh kotor pon’nan Worrpo Melter Ngalthermvnt Minh mor thila Mon karlt

Our country
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DOG POUND TO OPEN SOON
The Council dog Pound will be open soon with final
furnishing underway. Everyone is reminded that it
is time to register pets now
Once the dog pound is open dogs found wandering
streets without registration collars will be
impounded and will not be released until a fee for
impoundment is paid by the owner
Owners of pets are urged to register their pets
now

Darren Birchley gathering mosquito larvae.

FOREST COUNTRY FIRE
MANAGEMENT PLANNING
Last year Aaron began developing a proposal to
establish a forest country fire management plan
for Oriners and Sefton. The Program includes
helping surrounding properties to establish their
own early burning programs. The aim is to work
together to stop big late season burns and develop
good neighbour relations
Aaron Crosbie now works with Cape York
Sustainable Futures and has had talks with Frank
Gilpatrick of Harkness, Sefton’s northern
neighbour, DERM and Rural Fire Services.
The 2011 appointment of Ranger staff for Oriners,
planned improvement of the old stockman’s
quarters and development of lagoon management
plans are part of an overall plan for Oriners. A joint
project with Marcus Barber of CSIRO in Darwin.
Jeff Shellberg known for his work with Tropical
Rivers Program and Makah Tribal Fisheries
Department in Washington contributes knowledge
and expertise.
Carbon farming being investigated may raise
money for the future of Oriners, and the search for
a more secure form of land tenure and residence.
The Land Office is talking with NAILSMA and
Balkanu on ways to develop what are called
carbon credits by early patch burning as happened
in the old days. At the moment talks are around
the governance of the carbon credit scheme to
make sure Oriners get the most benefit from the
fire management program.

ARTICLES AND PAPERS
Kowanyama Land Office has recently been
involved in co-authorship of two scientific papers.
One discusses the results of a study on mercury in
the Mitchell River that has found no pollution at
this time in delta streams. The other paper is
about floods, waterholes and water quality on the
Mitchell River flood plains.
Issue 6 of On TRaCK produced by Tropical Rivers
and Coastal Knowledge Program has a five page
cover article describing the joint project that the
Land Office had fencing and monitoring Crayfish
Hole water quality and water plant cover.
Those interested can read the magazine or get a
photocopy at the Land Office.

Managing todays resources for tomorrow’s generation 15
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MORE MINERAL EXPLORATION PERMITS APPLIED FOR
OVER ALICE RIVER COUNTRY
A notice to interested parties

16
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Once again mining companies have shown
interest in looking for minerals close to
Kowanyama Aboriginal Lands and Waters.
Top End groups can view the maps of the
areas that cover the Alice, Palmer and
Mitchell River junction regions. Notices shown
here are some of those published in the
Advertiser and Koori Mail. Anyone seeking
further advice should attend the meetings
next week February 7th. Land Council staff will
be present at the Native title mediation
meeting at the Abm elgoring ambung office.

“There has been a rash of
applications like ticks on a dog’s
back, and just before Christmas
break too”, said Michael Yam Top
End resident this week.

“Our river systems seem to be under constant
pressure from people planning to try and mine
in what we all call breakaway country, our
poor rivers”.
At the 1990 Mitchell River Conference held at
Kowanyama a paper was presented by a
senior State geologist who personally did not
believe that mining activity in stream beds
was good management practice. “Some of us
were there when the comment was made”,
said Mr Sinnamon who was Coordinator of
the conference.
Many of the applications to explore for
minerals are not in stream and it must be
noted that these are not mining activities.
Many people have still expressed their
concern that exploration could lead to future
mining.
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CULTURAL TREE SITES RECORDED
The Land Office has set up a program on their mapping system to record all of the trees of significance in the
town area as part of cultural documentation activities and for town planning. Trees identified as being of
historical significance such as markers of burials like the one in Kowanyama Street. Others will be recorded like
the big blackberry tree in Chellikee Street where in the early days men speared emus coming to eat its berries,
or the prisoner tree in front of the church. They will be protected from future Kowanyama Council town
development.
To finish the list already recorded by the rangers a group of Elder women will help identify birthing trees
located around the town. The list will be available for public comment when it is finished to make sure the
information is correct and that all of the trees have been mapped on the Significant Tree Register.
Where it is agreed the names of people who belong to the trees will be recorded

ALMA ATTENDS A BOOK
LAUNCH IN TOWNSVILLE
Alma Wason and her granddaughter, Mellisa Luke
travelled to Townsville in January for the launch of
her book on bush medicine, Oy berr.
The launch held at Mary Who Bookshop in Flinders
Street was organised by artist friend Bernadette
Boscacci and Black Ink Press, Townsville.
Alma and Melissa were welcomed to country by
Michael Johnson and were kept busy with radio
interviews and talks.

KEEPING CATS
All cats just like dogs must be registered but
only de-sexed cats will be registered.
The registration of cats, at this time, is $20
which is the same cost as registering a dog.
One cat per house is allowed. Collars are $12.
Remember cats kill our native animals like
birds, native cats, possums and native rats.
They do not belong in the bush.
A vet is being organised for an assessment of
the Animal Management Program and will

attend to the de-sexing of cats during her
visit.
18

Fiona Steger and Kevin Guy of Avid Reader Books
in West End, Brisbane has placed an order with
Black Ink Press for copies of the book. They will sell
them in their Brisbane bookshop.
Kevin will be remembered for running the Place
Stories workshops at Kowanyama for the Land
Office. Fiona originally comes from Babinda and
Kevin is a Cairns boy.
Copies are still available at the Land Office for
those who would like to have a copy for $25. You
will be helping Alma in her life dream to keep her
knowledge alive in Kowanyama.
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Alma and Mellisa with Lyla Muirson

Bernadette Bosscaci and Alma

BOOK LAUNCH
IN TOWNSVILLE

Tracey Hales gets book signed

Mary Who Book store in Townsville

Alma with Michael Johnson
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JCU Cape York Cannabis Survey

CYCLONE SEASON
In the old days people feared Yo ngart the cyclone and
put their humpies under the overhanging branches of
the big fig trees on sand ridges well above flood level.
They knew that the big old trees would protect them
from flying branches. One of the few trees that could
stand against the force of the rainbow. Since Mitchell
River Mission was devastated by Cyclone Dora after
crossing Wallaby Island many have forgotten, or are too
young to remember or know that another like it will
return again one day.

SURPRISE FEBRUARY WINDSTORM HITS KOWANYAMA
rd

On 3 February Kowanyama had an unexpected early morning storm with 75-80 kilometre per hour winds and
a dump of as much as 10 inches of rain on Kowanyama township. The rain gauge at the Cultural Centre
measured 190mm and the airport over 240 mm. Wind made the rainfall hard to measure but it was a lot of
rain.
Trees broke or fell at the store, Kunjen Street and the Mothers and Babies Centre near the hospital and many
of the younger native trees at the Cultural Centre were blown over. Pindi Street and the new allotments on
upper Kowanyama Street were flooded. Drains had blocked at both the Creek channel and behind the power
station and Pindi Street. This resulted in flooding on the margins of the airport, power station and the Reserve
Army shed. The SES shed suffered some damage when water entered the shed, kitchen and storage areas.
Jason O’Brien the local Member of Parliament was overnighting in
town on one of his regular visits and was witness to what was to be
everyone’s wake-up call on what rain and wind can do here in town.
An inspection of the road out of town recorded the levels of
PvraRnth Swamp to have been right to the road’s edge in places.
Some geese nests and eggs will have been drowned.
Aelan’s house after the February 3rd storm

20
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EMERGENCY
CHECK LIST
When there is a cyclone warning there are
some things that you have to make sure
that you have in a safe place in your
house. Things that you need if a cyclone
does hit Kowanyama

PvraRnth Wetland edges on Cairns Road

Remember after a cyclone there might be
no power, television and other services
like clean water and sewerage
Radio and spare batteries
Torch and spare batteries
Candles , lighter and waterproof matches
First aid kit and manual
Pocket knife or leather man
Portable gas stove and spare fuel
Cooking gear
Water in containers
Medication
Toiletry and sanitary supplies

Second culvert into PvraRnth showing high levels

Change of clothes and boots
Some dried or canned food & opener
Tent, tarpaulin & blankets
Any other camp equipment
Cash money
Personal documents like birth certificates,
photos etc in plastic
Some strong plastic bags for clothes and
other valuables
Emergency phone numbers
Keep mobile charged while power on

New housing development area Kowanyama Street

Remember to have everything you
need, especially for babies, old and
sick people
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WHAT YOU CAN
DO WHEN A
CYCLONE IS
COMING

State Emergency Services facility flooded

Tree front of Store on Chapman road

Tree front of Mothers and Babies Centre

22



Listen to a local station or
portable radio for cyclone
advice and warnings



Board or tape windows, store
loose items inside, lock up
pets, fuel your car and put
under cover



Check your emergency kit
and put spare clothing and
boots in a plastic bag



Switch off electricity and gas
at supply point



If asked to evacuate, lock up
your house, take your
emergency kit along with
spare clothes, food for
several days and anything
else that will make your
evacuation a bit easier
Above all follow
instructions from
emergency workers

Army Reserve facility & airstrip behind
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WHAT YOU CAN DO WHEN A
DANGER RATING SYSTEM

CYCLONE STRIKES






Stay inside and shelter in the strongest part of
the house like a bathroom or hallway
Stay calm
Listen to your battery radio for updates
Protect yourself with a mattress or blanket
and get under a strong table or bench
Beware of the calm eye of the cyclone and
stay indoors until you have been told the
cyclone has passed

CATEGORY

STRONGEST GUST

TYPICAL EFFECT

1

Less than 120km/hr

Hardly any house
damage, damage to
some crops, trees
and caravans, boats
may drag at
moorings

2

125-170 km/hr

3

170-225km/hr

A little bit of
damage to houses,
significant damage
to signs, trees and
caravans, heavy
damage to some
crops, risk of power
failure, small boats
might break
moorings
Some roof and
structural damage
to houses, some
caravans and crops
destroyed, power
failure likely

4

225-280km/hr

5

More than 280

WHAT CAN YOU DO AFTER A
CYCLONE HAS HIT






Do not go outside until you are told officially
that the cyclone has passed
Listen to your radio for further information
and advice
If you had to evacuate, do not go home until
told that you can by emergency workers
Be very careful of fallen power lines, damaged
buildings, trees and any flooding
Be careful of how much water and fuel that
you use because it could take several days
before power and water and other services
are working again

Cyclone Advices
Advices are issued as a “Watch” or “Warning”. These
advices provide information on where the cyclone is,
where it is going, how strong it is and identify the areas
that could be affected by the cyclone

Cyclone Watch
The Bureau of Meteorology issues a Cyclone Watch 48
hours before a cyclone is predicted to hit land.
Information is updated every six hours. From
information released, make sure that you understand
where the cyclone is, where it is going, how strong it is
and what areas could be affected by it.

A lot of lost rooves
on houses and
structural damage,
many caravans
destroyed and
blown away, a lot of
dangerous stuff
flying around in the
air, widespread
power failure
Extremely
dangerous with
widespread
destruction

Cyclone Warning
A Cyclone Warning is issued as soon as stronger winds are
expected to affect coastal and island communities within
twenty four hours. It is important to know what is expected
.A Cyclone Warning will tell you where the cyclone is, what its
movements are, how strong it is and give an idea of which
areas will be threatened by the cyclone.
Forecasts of heavy rainfall, flooding and storm surges that
come with really high tides are included where necessary.
Residents and visitors to Kowanyama should take immediate
precautions necessary to make sure their lives and property
are safe. A Cyclone Warning is renewed every three hours
with hourly warnings issued if the cyclone nears the coast
and is a major threat.
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PEOPLE WANTING TO KICK THE HABIT
JCU Cape York Cannabis Survey in Kowanyama
Back in 2009 they asked Council and senior community members if they wanted the survey, they
started it in 2010 and finished it last year. Teddy in the Land Office has been attending the meetings
and workshops in Cairns and Weipa since the research program started.
A few weeks ago the JCU ‘gunja mob’ from Cairns brought back survey results for Kowanyama.
The team talked to 157 people 15 to 50 years old. A bit more than half the men they interviewed
were smoking gunja but fewer women. Nearly
everyone who smokes said they use a bucket
bong and most people started at around age 15
or 16.
The good news was that 8 out of every 10
people said they want to quit or cut down.
When the university asked people about gunja
in January most people said people needed
support like things to do and information. Most
importantly keeping kids busy when they come
back from school, and doing more cultural things
like hunting and telling stories for people who
aren’t working or playing sport.

“Worried about the young kids
coming up, get them out of here.
Younger ones need a pathway.
Try to keep it away from Town”
A lot of people said it would be good if the
community could stop the gunja from
coming in. Most smokers said if they want
to quit they need support from their mates
and family. The council made a working
group to help services cooperate to help
people in Kowie stop using gunja.
The gunja mob will be back in Kowanyama
in March.
24
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ART
NEWS
Kowanyama
Independent
Artists

Echidna by Charlotte Yam

OUR ARTISTS
WILL TAKE
COMMISSIONS
SUPPORT OUR
INDEPENDENT
ARTISTS
Fish hawk and fish
Gavin Beasley

Traditional and
Contemporary works
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MITCHELL RIVER DELTA
WETLANDS OF CULTURAL AND INTERNATIONAL
SIGNIFICANCE
LET’S KEEP THEM THAT WAY
BY MAINTAINING CULTURE AND COUNTRY
AND IN ABORIGINAL HANDS

Published quarterly at Kowanyama by
Kowanyama Aboriginal Land and Natural Resource
Management Office
Chellikee Street and Chapman Road
Post Box 32, Kowanyama QLD 4871
Editorial
Viv Sinnamon
viv@klco.org.au
Administration
Teddy Bernard
Telephone 07 40605187
Facsimile
07 40605250

Photos, graphics & stories welcome
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